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Abstract 
The report examines some aspects of e-learning and smart-education in the training of transport 
engineers. If we consider classical e-learning and smart-education, we can distinguish three main 
approaches. Technological approach assumes that the main difference is in the technologies used. 
Organizational approach assumes that the very organization of the educational process determines 
what kind of education is being used now. And, finally, pedagogical approach is oriented to the form of 
presentation of material, formed skills and the results of training. Technological basis of e-learning in 
the Ural State University of Railroad Transport (USURT) is the platform Blackboard Learn, which is 
used in many countries around the world and is aimed at the implementation of various tasks. For 
example, it allows you to create an online course, available for viewing on various mobile devices.  

Development of electronic training courses allowed to solve the following tasks:  

1 Ensuring around-the-clock access to the materials of the training program for all students.  

2 Managing the trajectories of student learning.  
3 Involving students in teamwork using built-in communication tools.  

4 The possibility of organizing a centralized and independent evaluation of student work using a 
variety of testing and knowledge validation tools.  

5 Preparation of reports on student learning and the dynamics of student performance in the 
academic discipline.  

6 Preparation of reports on the degree of correspondence between sections and training activities 
created within the framework of the course and the requirements of the Russian federal 
educational standard.  

7 Development of additional motivation for learning by providing additional modern services for 
obtaining knowledge.  

8 Ensuring the accounting, control and planning of training at the level of the educational 
institution, groups of students and each individual student.  

From the technological point of view, e-learning is considered as a stage of transition to the means of 
smart-education. Unlike e-learning, the concept of smart-education assumes the presence of elements 
in the education system, ensuring rapid adaptation of the entire system to the changing demands of 
the external environment, not just the learning process. Smart technologies are a "visualization" of 
intellectual systems; we can say that they are born at the intersection of artificial intelligence and 
human-computer interaction. Here we come to another dimension of smart-education, namely, 
organizational one. The principal difference of smart-education, in our opinion, is that the humanitarian 
disciplines in it are not included as an additional, albeit necessary, appendage of professional 
education, but are organically combined together with technical and natural science disciplines within 
a single educational program. Such an association provides intensive development of cognitive 
engineering and creates prerequisites for the pedagogical measurement of smart-education. Here, the 
formation of cognitive competence among students is at the forefront, the general feature of which is 
proposed to outline cognitive-complex thinking. The report shows how the interactive system 
developed by us, being an intelligent simulator for accelerated training of dispatchers in the efficient 
management of transport objects, is consistent with the modern concept of smart-education. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The role of a human in great human-machine transport systems had not grow lesser after the wide 
introduction of automatic blocking, central traffic control, computers and other new-age devices. All 
these tools are increasing the informational saturation of the controlling contours, its functions, but the 
realization of these functions is still a human responsibility, and the technological complexity of 
decision making is growing. And as most of the informational messages now is formed and presented 
via technical devices, a human must work with a general, abstract model of the object of dispatching, 
concerning the machine features of the input messages. He must constantly add local, exact models, 
which are precisely describing the properties of technical objects, to the general model. From there, 
the volume of the manifold of system's conditions and the amount of elements, which are related to 
those conditions. Wide implementation of high-speed movement leads to the increase in amounts of 
parameters of controlled objects and general saturation of the environment with these objects, so the 
general complexity of the environment of the controlled object rises. All this leads to the growth of 
requirements to a human, because of the significant decrease of the available time for making 
decisions and their realization. So, there is an increase in requirements of the education and training 
of high qualified specialists, that means involving new methods and resources.  

The tendencies of education development from auditory to distant forms, individual-oriented system of 
choice of forms of education, technologies and time of education completion are now worldwide. But 
for Russian education in the field of transport personnel these tendencies is highly important. We can 
point out factors that determine this tendencies; 

• a large transport net on huge territories 

• impossibility of providing necessary level of education straight in the place of students’ 
living/work  

• rapidly changing educational content, affected by active renovation of transport production field 
(especially in the regions of Siberia and Far West territories);  

• student’s intention to gather all necessary educational content at any time and any place  

The present report is focused upon some aspects of e-learning and smart-education in the education 
of transport engineers. 

2 THREE MAIN APPROACHES TO E-LEARNING AND SMART-EDUCATION  
If we look upon classic e-learning and smart-education, we can see three basic approaches: 
technological, where the main difference is in the used technologies; organizational, where the 
organizational features determine the type of education is in front of us; and pedagogical, where the 
orientation on the form of translation of educational material, gathered skills and results of education. 
The technological basis of e-learning in Ural State University of Railway Transport (USURT) is the 
Blackboard Learn platform, that is used widely in many countries through the world for achieving 
various tasks. For example, it can give an opportunity to create a distance-learning course, that can be 
viewed from mobile devices. BlackBoard has an attractive design, interactive rubrics, the feature of 
collective work on webinars and many other functions. Alas, the realization of these possibilities meant 
the necessity of organization of additional, special training of pedagogues, who were creating 
electronic courses, since in its creation the developers should know not only informational 
technologies, but also psychology, pedagogics, the basics of design and marketing. They should not 
only work with programs, but also now the human’s nature, the work of the brain, to create the 
products that will maximally involve students in the process of learning, motivate them on the result or 
changes in behavior and comprehension after the education. And also, it is necessary to minimize the 
loss of information within the computer learning, continuously search for new methods of saving and 
translating knowledge as it was formed by authors-experts. And this is a challenging task, because a 
computer has not got any ways of interacting with a student, but a screen, unlike in the auditory forms 
of education, where various educational materials and skills of the pedagogue can be applied. 

USURT is territory-spreaded educational complex, located in six regions of Russia and in two parts of 
world (Europe and Asia). It conducts the education of more than 20 thousands of students of all levels 
of high and additional education from Russia and 19 countries of the world. At the present time, more 
than 15 thousands of students and more than 300 pedagogues are working in the BlackBoard system. 
Nearly 4 thousands of educational courses (disciplines) are developed and realized, with the option of 
constructing them to educational programs of various levels. 
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The creation of electronic educational courses has allowed to fulfill the following tasks:  

1 Access to the educational materials for all students at any time. 

2 The students’ educational trajectories management. 

3 The involvement of students in the collective work with the use of internal communication tools. 

4 The opportunity of organization of centralized and independent evaluation of students’ works 
using various methods of testing and validation of knowledge. 

5 Creation of reports about the quality of knowledge gathering and dynamics of students’ work 
within the educational discipline. 

6 The preparation of reports about the level of validity of chapters and educational tasks, held 
within the educational course, to the criteria of Russian federal educational standarts. 

7 Additional learning motivation by providing additional modern services of knowledge gathering. 

8 Providing the records, control and planning of education within the educational institution, 
groups of students, each student separately. 

From the technological point of view, e-learning is considered by us as a stage to smart-education 
tools. In contrast to e-learning, smart-education supposes the elements within the educational system, 
that provide the adaptation of the whole system to the changing requests from the environment, not 
only educational process. Smart technologies are «visualization» of intellectual systems, it may be 
pointed that they are born on the crossroad of Artificial intelligence and Human-computer interaction. 

Here we are approaching another dimension of smart-education, the organizational one. We have 
chosen a hybrid form of education – the integration of online education with the traditional auditory 
education. The possibilities of LMS BlackBoard allow us to realize hybrid education, that supposes the 
use of two or more various methods of education. For example, the sequence of auditory education 
and online education, online education and periodical consultations with the pedagogue, professor, 
the combination of education on a workplace with unofficial consultations with colleagues or professor. 
Hybrid education uses online technology to not just supplement, but transform and improve the 
learning process. Taking the specifics of educational process, USURT mostly uses the Flex model of 
hybrid education. Within its organization, extramural students are gathering educational information 
mostly online, so as they get assistance from a pedagogue. But, auditory consultations are not 
excluded and may be held in such forms as working in small groups, group projects and individual 
education. 

The education of intramural students is held within the variations of this model. Some of them include 
significant auditory assistance, others include minimal auditory assistance. Certified online consultants 
are taking part in the educational process, who provides everyday consultations, while other 
professors focus upon auditory assistance. 

The main difference of smart-education, in our opinion, is that that here humanitarian disciplines are 
included not as an additional, yet important part of a professional education, but organically integrate 
with technical and natural sciences within one educational program. Such integration provides the 
intensified development of cognitive engineering and forms the basis for pedagogical field of smart-
education. Here, the main role takes the process of formation of the cognitive competentions of 
students, the general sign of which is observed by the model "The spiral of creating organizational 
knowledge" [1]. The main feature of the model is the spiral of knowledge transformation from 
unformalized state to formalized and back. There are 4 stages of transformation of knowledge stated: 

1 From informal to informal knowledge (socialization) - the transfer of knowledge from the 
individual to the individual through a story or presentation (internship). 

2 From informal to formalized knowledge (externalization) - based on words, experience and 
other content. Documents are recorded on any storage medium (regulations, instructions, 
videos, etc.). 

3 From the formalized knowledge (combination) - based on the available formal knowledge (data, 
texts, graphics, drawings, other documents on different starage medium), other documents are 
created. 

4 From the formalized to the informalized knowledge (internalization) - the individual consumption 
of formalized knowledge and application in his activity after personal comprehension, 
awareness and interpretation, by creating new unformalized knowledge. 
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Both classical e-learning and smart-education have all 4 stages of knowledge transformation. 
However, with smart-education, the main role is played by the knowledge transformation from 
unformalized into informal knowledge and from formalized into non-formalized knowledge. 

So we will consider how the interactive system which is developed and applied in USURT is coherent 
with the modern concept of smart-education. 

3 SIMULATION MODEL  
The interactive system is based on an imitation model that is designed to work both automatically and 
manually. The smart simulator is an active computer model of a station with a visual state display, a 
set of solutions for organizing train, shunting and cargo operations and the device for their 
implementation. 

The simulation model should reflect the station structure and station technology, as well as 
dispatching control and casual processes. The modeling experience has proven that the description of 
all technological operations, with all the variants of their performance and the recording of all 
participating structural elements with usage parameters, is an array of several hundred thousand lines. 
It can not be built manually because of great labour intensity and a high error probability. That’s why 
the simulation system should include a subsystem of automated construction, and must also have a 
subsystem of intelligent processing of results. This is necessary for a comprehensive assessment of 
the dispatcher's activity in interactive mode on the simulator. To build simulator models, the imitation 
ISTRA system is recommended. ISTRA has a subsystem of automated construction and is the most 
developed among in-house imitation systems [3,4,5,6]. 

The scheme of the road development is represented as the form of model elements, with the railway 
points, which are clustered automatically. These point groups are engaged simultaneously in all 
movements. 

The student-dispatcher receives the same information about the station state and the processes that 
happen there, as the dispatcher does in reality. This student has the ability to make similar decisions, 
and the model implements them. 

In the process of simulating the controller's work, the model implements active training (it recommends 
the best solution when choosing the order of the technological operations performance, choosing the 
best transportation route, etc., and also informs about the impossibility of performing the wrong 
decision and the reasons for this). The student easily remembers the functional station scheme, 
because he sees the possible routes on the screen diagram of the path development during the 
operations.  

After work, the model provides complete information about the results of the simulated station and the 
quality of the made decisions. Analysis shows that the controller's activity is the closest thing to 
situational management. Based on great experience, he remembers a set of calculated situations and 
for each of them - one or several rational solutions. 

The visual display of the track state in the station parks is very important. Getting some experience, 
the dispatcher will be able to evaluate quickly the park state: how full it is, how many there are free 
paths, what and where locomotives are. Even the color scheme is important. Different forms for 
presenting the active scheme of the road development on the screen are realized in the model, so the 
current situation and the processes - the operative queue, the operation protocols, the current status 
of the schedule for performed work and the schedule for locomotive. The student can see the logical 
sequence of operations and the parameters of each operation are shown in the process flow diagram: 
duration, priority, routes and additional information. It can shift the current time point and see the 
station state, for example, before performing some work and when it is completed. 

4 PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE FORMATION FROM THE POSITIONS OF 
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 

From the psychological point of view, knowledge can come up in the form of visual representations 
(images) and concepts that are abstract or generalized reflection of reality. One of the essential 
properties of the operator's knowledge system is its organization, which provides easy transformation 
(transformation) of visual representations into concepts, and vice versa. This is the most important 
condition for the conceptual models formation, operational images, subjective models of the managed 
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object and the environment. These aspects play role of regulators for the operator's activity. Therefore, 
the question of the psychological structure of professional competence and the process of its 
formation is quite actual. 

Until recently, a person was believed to simply accumulates knowledge in the process of his 
professionalization. So, this knowledge let him successfully solve the problems that arise. However, 
latest research in the field of cognitive psychology has shown that a greater amount of knowledge and 
higher intelligence don't distinguish professionals' ability to effectively set and solve problems in their 
field. Nobel laureate G. Simon, used the earlier research done by A. de Groot. He explored the 
professional's thinking studying the chess player's thinking model [2]. A. de Groot found out that highly 
skilled chess players (masters and grandmasters) exceed slightly the less powerful players by the 
speed, depth and breadth of calculation options, but they demonstrate exceptional chess memory. 
Presenting complex positions for a short time (2-10 seconds), he showed that qualified chess players 
repeat correctly the position of a great amount of figures on the board. 

Simon suggested that the issue is not about the abilities of chess players' short-term memory, but in 
the fact that they have many patterns describing typical pawn and figure structures on a chessboard. 
Faced with a new position, a good chess player sees not just 20-30 disparate figures, but several 
familiar configurations. Each configuration includes a certain amount of figures and pawns. These 
several configurations do not overflow the short-term memory and can be correctly repeated. 

Simon confirmed his opinion with experiments and computer simulation. Complementing the de 
Groot's experiments, he proved that good chess players do show good results when playing 
meaningful positions, but they do not differ from beginners if the figures are placed on the board at 
random. 

According to Simon's estimates, the masters remember the average 7.7 patterns of 3.8 figures in the 
position reproduction. A general class A player (approximately the 2nd class according to the national 
classification) reproduces 5.7 patterns of 2.6 figures. According to Simon, the masters' results can be 
explained by their long-term memory of about 50,000 typical patterns of the figure positions on the 
board. The pattern is assumed to be associated with action plan in the player's memory. It explains the 
masters and grandmasters' success when finding good moves. 

Simon interpret his idea widely: in his opinion, as a result of lasting practice professionals in different 
fields (managers, scientists, doctors, etc.) keep some thousand schemes in their long-term memory. It 
allows them to structure some aspects of the professional activity sphere. These schemes are not 
knowledge itself, they are not formulated and are not realized by subjects. The schemes work very 
quickly, in the split second. As a result the professional "sees" the most significant issues of the 
situation, quickly orientates and remembers it. Since the schemes are not conscious, they can not be 
transferred to one person by another, and can only be worked out as the result of a long practice. The 
problem of expert's knowledge formulating is related to the long- term searches of artificial intelligence 
nature. 

It turned out that specialists could not figure the principles of making correct decisions in practice. For 
example, skilled in diagnosing illnesses, doctors can not transfer their talents to the computer, 
because they do not fully understand how they make a correct diagnosis. This is also true about 
training dispatchers. An experienced dispatcher, who trains a beginner, finds it difficult to formulate the 
principles of his successful work and impart these knowledge to the trainee. In Simon's opinion, this 
can be explained by unconscious schemes in the expert’s memory. Thanks to Simon's research the 
formation of scheme sets in long-term memory is considered to be an important aspect of the expert's 
thinking. 

5 RESULTS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATOR  
In practice, the station controller needs several years to get enough experience. This process is 
largely intuitive. Controller's memory keeps situations and rational solutions, this approach can be 
referred to be a "trial and error method". The use of intelligent simulators let training of future 
dispatchers speed up. 

Unlike the existing simulators, the results of the work are considered differently. According to the 
station activity and the quality of decisions made by the dispatcher. In the former case, the quantitative 
indicators of the station activity can be compared with work parameters in automatic mode when the 
trainee is manually controlled. Or trainee's parameters can be compared with the indicators which are 
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reached under an experienced specialist's control. Secondly, when station work is being evaluated we 
should consider not only quantitative indicators of efficiency, but also the structural-functional and 
functional-structural analyses. These types of analysis are considered to be the elements of cognitive-
complex thinking. They let student-dispatcher study both structural delays and their decomposition by 
operations, and technological ones, with decomposition into structural elements. These types of subtle 
analysis also let you deeply evaluate the dispatcher's decisions. 

The further development of the simulator is associated with the increased controllability of the learning 
process (adaptation). Automatic change of the learning algorithm is provided in the adaptive simulator, 
but, of course, this change depends on the trainee's success. The learning strategy is chosen taking 
into account his individual abilities. The data of student preparation level are accumulated in this 
simulation. The way of representing the various training stages for station dispatchers, as well as 
normal or emergency situations, is chosen, so it ensures their maximum mastery. When choosing the 
variables of the simulator work programs, not only the student's current actions are taken into account, 
but also the entire "background" of his training. Details of the principles for constructing adaptive 
transport simulators are described in our work [7]. Summing up the psychological aspects, we can 
state that for the implementation of the adaptive learning process, two factors are necessary. Firstly, a 
measuring method of operator's adaptation rate is necessary in order to regulate the diversity of the 
stimulus sequence, and, secondly, a method of organizing this diversity is also necessary. 

When the operator meets the conditions of preference and readiness, it is possible to use the change 
rate of the correct answer criterion as an index of the adaptation rate. Also we can identify the 
variation in the degree of simplification with variation in the diversity of the stimulus sequence. 
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